The anti-D meson self-energy is evaluated self-consistently, using unitarized coupledchannel theory, by computing the in-medium meson-baryon T -matrix in the C = −1, S = 0 sector. The heavy pseudo-scalar and heavy vector mesons,D andD * , are treated on equal footing as required by heavy quark spin symmetry. Results for energy levels and widths of D − mesic atoms in 12 C, 40 Ca, 118 Sn and 208 Pb are presented. The spectrum contains states of atomic and of nuclear types for all nuclei.D 0 -nucleus bound states are also obtained. We find that, after electromagnetic and nuclear cascade, these systems end up with theD bound in the nucleus, either as a meson or as part of a exoticDN (pentaquark) loosely bound state.
Introduction
Hadronic atoms provide valuable information about in-medium modification of hadron properties, on hadron-nucleon interaction, and also on properties of nuclei not easily accessible by other probes, as the distribution density of neutrons. This field has been the subject of thorough study, both theoretical and experimental, since long time ago for pions and anti-kaons [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] , and more recently for anti-protons [7, 8, 9] . However, for anti-charmed atoms not much theoretical work exists in the literature. To our knowledge, only Ref. [10] studies D − atoms. There, the 1s, 2s and 1p states (neglecting widths) of D − in 208 Pb were evaluated using the quark-meson coupling model of Ref. [11] .DNN bound states (rather than atoms) were predicted in [12] . On As shown in [26, 27] , the Weinberg-Tomozawa (WT) meson-baryon Lagrangian admits a unique and natural extension with spin-flavor symmetry for any number of flavors. In addition to 0 + mesons and 1/2 + baryons, this requires the inclusion of 1 − mesons and 3/2 + baryons. For four flavors this interaction has SU(8) symmetry and automatically enjoys HQSS in the C = −1 sector. Schematically [20, 21] ,
The tree level amplitudes for different isospin (I), total angular momentum (J), charm (C) and strangeness (S) take the form
where M a (M b ) and E a (E b ) are, respectively, the mass and the center of mass energy of the baryon in the a (b) channel. The matrix elements D
IJSC ab
of the SU(8) WT interaction can be obtained from Wick contractions using the hadronic wave functions [20] or by means of the SU(8)⊃SU(4)⊗SU (2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [28] . The spin-flavor SU (8) symmetry is strongly broken in nature and this is incorporated by adopting the physical hadron masses and different weak decay constants, f a , for non-charmed and charmed, pseudo-scalar and vector mesons [20, 21] .
In what follows, we focus in the non-strange (S = 0) and singly anti-charmed (C = 
where the diagonal G ρ,IJ (P ) matrix accounts for the meson-baryon loop in nuclear matter. The logarithmic divergence in the vacuum part of the loop function, G 0 ( √ s), is removed by subtraction.
Following [20, 21] , we set 
Here m th and M th are, respectively, the meson and baryon masses of the hadronic channel with lowest mass threshold for the given I, J. The value of the parameter α is set to one [29] . However, in the following, we will also vary α to have an estimate of the sensitivity of our results against changes in the regularization scale. Nuclear matter effects enter in the meson-baryon loop function G ρ,IJ (P ). One of the sources of density dependence comes from Pauli blocking. Another source is related to the change of the properties of mesons and baryons in the intermediate states due to the interaction with nucleons of the Fermi sea. We proceed as in Ref. [25] , where the most important changes in matter came from the Pauli blocking of nucleons and from the self-consistent treatment of the open charm self-energies.
Thus, for theDN andD * N channels, the meson-baryon loop function in matter is given by [25] :
N is the nucleon energy and ω(q) = q 2 + m
is theD(D * ) energy.
The free loop function G 0 ( √ s) is corrected in matter by terms proportional to the nucleon Fermi distribution n(p) = Θ(|p|−p F ) that takes into account Pauli blocking effects. The quantities p and p F are the momentum of the nucleon and the Fermi momentum at nuclear density ρ, respectively. The implementation of theD andD * properties in matter comes through the meson spectral functions, SD (D * ) (ω, q), which are defined from the in-mediumD andD * meson propagators:
The self-energies, ΠD (D * ) (q 0 , q; ρ), are obtained self-consistently from the in-mediumDN andD * N effective interactions as we will show in the following. As forD∆ andD * ∆ channels, we include the self-energy of theD andD * mesons. Then, the equivalent of Eq. (5) for those channels reads [25] 
The effect of the vacuum width of the ∆ has not been included. The strong width of theD * is very small, as a consequence of HQSS. TheD self-energy in symmetric nuclear matter is obtained by summing the different isospin transition amplitudes forDN over the nucleon Fermi distribution as
Simultaneously, theD * meson self-energy is derived from the sum over theD * N amplitudes as
1 We neglect the enhancement in theD * width due to coupling toDπ (and their medium corrections). The analogous mechanism forK * →Kπ was considered in [30] . Figure 1 : Real and imaginary parts of theD self-energy over 2mD, at q = 0, as functions of the meson energy q 0 for different densities and two subtraction points with α = 1 (left panels) and α = 1.2 (right panels). The oblique line is the function ((q 0 ) 2 − m 2D )/(2mD). The SU(4)D self-energy obtained in Ref. [23] for normal nuclear matter density is also displayed.
In the above equations, P 0 = q 0 +E N (p) and P = q +p are the total energy and momentum of the meson-nucleon pair in the nuclear matter rest frame, and (q 0 , q) and (E N , p) stand for the energy and momentum of the meson and nucleon, respectively, in that frame. As mentioned previously, those self-energies are determined self-consistently since they are obtained from the in-medium amplitudes which contain the meson-baryon loop functions, and those quantities themselves are functions of the self-energies.
We are interested in studying possibleD bound states in nuclei. Therefore, we concentrate on the self-energy for q 0 around theD mass. In Fig. 1 we show theD self-energy over 2mD, as a function of theD energy, for various nuclear densities ρ, and with theD meson momentum q = 0. We display results for two values for the subtraction point (see Eq. (4)): α = 1 (left panels) and α = 1.2 (right panels). For comparison, we also show results for the SU(4) WT model of Ref. [23] at normal nuclear density, ρ 0 = 0.17 fm −3 . It is worth noticing a resonant structure (more pronounced for the preferred value α = 1) close to theDN threshold, which will be of up-most importance for the study ofD bound states. This structure results from a pole in the free space amplitude of the sector I = 0, J = 1/2 at 2805 MeV (a weakly bound pentaquark state) that strongly couples toDN andD * N states [21] (also found in [12] ). For reference we will call this state X(2805)
2 . The situation has some similarities with theKN interaction, which is governed by the Λ(1405) resonance. The Λ(1405) dominates the behavior of theKN interaction close to threshold similarly to the pole in 2805 MeV for theDN amplitude. However, the Λ(1405) can decay into πΣ, whereas the X(2805) is below all thresholds for strong interaction decay. The exotic X(2805) has a HQSS partner with I = 0, J = 3/2, aD * N bound state with mass 2922 MeV, as seen in Ref. [21] .
In contrast to the SU(8) scheme and as mentioned above, a resonant structure is not observed in the SU(4) WT model of Ref. [23] . The SU(4) amplitude is repulsive and shows a smooth behavior as a function of the energy. A similar repulsive effect was observed in the t-channel vector meson exchange models of Refs. [22, 24] .
Due to the strong energy dependence of the in-medium effective interaction in the SU(8) WT scheme close to threshold, any slight change in the parameters of the model as well as in the selfconsistent procedure may have strong consequences on the formation ofD-nucleus bound states. In order to mimic those changes, we have slightly varied the subtraction point, namely, to α = 1.2. In this way we study two very distinct situations for the formation of bound states and set our theoretical uncertainties.
TheD self-energy is evaluated in infinite nuclear matter. In finite nuclei we use the local density approximation (LDA), substituting ρ by ρ(r), which is the local density at each point in the nucleus. For the s-wave, as it is the case here, it was shown in Ref. [3] that the LDA gave the same results as a direct finite nucleus calculation. The LDAD self-energy allows to define a local optical potential. In mesic atoms this optical potential is often taken to be energy independent and fixed to its value at threshold (q 0 = mD, q = 0). However, both the real and the imaginary parts of theD self-energy, around theD-meson mass, show a pronounced energy dependence, as can be appreciated in Fig. 1 . Hence, a realistic determination of theD bound states should take this energy dependence into account, as done previously for η-and D 0 -nucleus systems [31, 32] . Thus, we use an energy dependent optical potential defined as:
Most of the imaginary part for q 0 < mD displayed in Fig. 1 comes from particle-hole production and this is allowed due to the attractive potential felt by theD in the medium. The quantity Fig. 1 by a dashed-dotted-dotted solid line. The leftmost crossing point of this line with the real part of the self-energy (divided by 2mD) signals the opening of theD-particle-hole threshold. For the energies displayed, ((q 0 ) 2 − m 2D )/(2mD) is essentially q 0 − mD = E, the non relativistic energy of theD (and so almost a straight line). Therefore, the difference E − Re V opt (E) corresponds to the kinetic energy of the non-relativistic problem. The two lines E and Re V opt (E) cross at the classical turning point. Roughly speaking, there should not be imaginary part in the classically forbidden region E < Re V opt (E), as there is no available 2 This state is bound by only about 1 MeV in the free space, and it is one of the most interesting predictions of Ref. [21] . Moreover, it appears as a consequence of considering heavy vector meson degrees of freedom, as required by HQSS. Indeed, the diagonalDN WT interaction is zero in this sector and thus, the X(2805) is generated thanks to the coupled channel dynamics between theDN andD * N pairs. Thus, this bound state is absent in the free space SU(4) WT model of Ref. [29] in which is based the nuclear medium approach of Ref. [23] . phase space for decay (i.e., no kinetic energy to expend). Also, the bound states should appear predominantly for energies fulfilling the condition E > Re V opt (E), since the expectation value of the kinetic energy in the bound state cannot be negative. Of course, these arguments are only qualitative because the optical potential is complex and strongly energy dependent. This allows for theD in the medium to have some non intuitive behavior. For instance, aD with energy E can eject a particle-hole going to a lower energy E ′ , and yet end up with more kinetic energy to expend, provided
. Due to theDN bound state close to threshold, X(2805), the low density approximation T ρ breaks down very early. For a given value of the energy the density dependence of the optical potential is far from linear. For subsequent use, we have computed the optical potential for several densities (those in Fig. 1 ) and a fine lattice of energies, and have used an interpolation procedure for other values of density and energy. The presence of the bound state/resonance prevented the self-consistent procedure to be continued for densities below 0.1 ρ 0 .
Results
We look first for D − -nucleus bound states by solving the Schrödinger equation:
In this equation, B is the binding energy (B > 0), Γ the width of the bound state and m red is theD-nucleus reduced mass. V coul (r) is the Coulomb potential of the D − including the nucleus finite size and the Uehling vacuum polarization. V opt (r) is the energy dependent optical potential. Because the electromagnetic interaction is introduced by means of the minimal coupling prescription (to be consistent with gauge invariance and electric charge conservation), V coul (r) must be introduced wherever the energy is present. So the energy dependent optical potential of Eq. (10) is applied with argument q 0 = mD − B − V coul (r). The non relativistic approximation is used since theD-meson optical potential is much smaller than its mass, and we expect the relativistic corrections to be tiny and certainly smaller than the theoretical uncertainties of the interaction. In the same approximation the denominator 2q 0 in Eq. (10) can also be set to 2mD.
We solve the Schrödinger equation in coordinate space by using a numerical algorithm [33, 34] , which has been extensively tested in similar problems of pionic [3, 4] and anti-kaonic [35, 36] atomic states, in the search of possible anti-kaon [35] , η [31] , φ [37] , and D 0 [32] nuclear bound states. Charge densities are taken from Refs. [38, 39] . For each nucleus, we take the neutron matter density approximately equal to the charge one, though we consider small changes, inspired by Hartree-Fock calculations with the density-matrix expansion [40] and corroborated by pionic atom analysis [4] . All the densities used throughout this work can be found in Table 1 of Ref. [35] . The correction in the nuclear density to remove the finite size of the nucleon is introduced following the scheme of Refs. [41] 3 and [4] . We have also considered that in nuclei it is necessary a finite energy, of the order of few MeV's, to extract a nucleon. However, in nuclear matter this is not the case and particle-hole excitations can be produced at zero energy transfer. To improve on this deficiency, we have included in our calculation an average energy-gap in the nucleon spectrum. It 3 πR 2 in Eq. (6.13) of [41] should be corrected to π 2 R. (Table 1) , while "×" symbols stand for the binding energies and widths of atomic levels predicted by the SU(8) model derived in this work (see Fig. 1 ), with α = 1 and gap 8 MeV ( Table 2 ). The results are scaled down by a factor Z 5/4 . is used to shift the imaginary part of the optical potential, thereby reducing the available phase space for extracting a nucleon from the Fermi sea.
In Tables 1-5 i) only Coulomb interaction, neglecting totally the nuclear optical potential (Table 1) .
ii) Coulomb interaction plus the SU(8) optical potential of Fig. 1 , with α = 1 (α is defined in Eq. (4)) and a gap in the nucleon spectrum of 8 MeV (Table 2) .
iii) only the SU(8) optical potential with α = 1 and a gap of 8 MeV, thus neglecting in this case the Coulomb interaction (Table 3) . This applies toD 0 -nucleus states.
iv) Coulomb interaction plus the SU(8) optical potential, but with α = 1.2 or without a nucleon gap (Table 4 with results only for 12 C). v) Coulomb interaction plus the SU(4) optical potential of Ref. [23] , where theD * N coupledchannel effects are ignored ( Table 5 ).
The calculation that we deem more realistic for D − states is that obtained by using the SU(8) model with α = 1 and with a nucleon extraction energy (gap) of 8 MeV. The predicted spectrum of low-lying states is given in Table 2 and displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 . In these figures, the pure Coulomb levels are also shown for comparison. A salient feature of the spectrum is the presence of two types of states: atomic and nuclear ones.
The states of atomic type follow from distortion of the pure Coulombian levels, they have moderate widths and they exist for all angular momenta. For these states, the nuclear interaction is a perturbation and their wave functions have support mainly outside of the nucleus. As compared to the Coulombian levels, the states of atomic type are shifted upwards, i.e., they are less bound. So effectively, they feel a repulsive interaction. The atomic states are only sensible to the region of small densities and small energies, and in this region the potential can be repulsive. (To interpret correctly the optical potential profile in Fig. 1 , it should be taken into account that, by minimal coupling, the energy argument of optical potential is not q 0 but q 0 increased by the local Coulomb potential.) Part of the repulsion comes also from the imaginary part of the optical potential, a well known effect in exotic atoms [42] . In addition, the existence of states of nuclear type should tend to push upwards the atomic states. Yet, for heavier nuclei, some spurious repulsion could be introduced by our simplifying approximation of using symmetric nuclear matter in the calculation of the optical potential 4 . As expected, strong interaction shifts and widths become much larger for low angular momenta and heavier nuclei. Roughly, the nuclear interaction turns out to be significant for L ≤ 1, 2, 5, and 6 for 12 C, 40 Ca, 112 Sn and 208 Pb, respectively. Likewise, the (strong) widths and shifts are larger for states with lower quantum numbers due to a greater overlap of the wave function with the nucleus. (Of course, the electromagnetic width, not included, increases with the quantum number instead.)
On the other hand, the spectrum of the states of nuclear type lies below, and well separated from, that of the atomic states and also from the Coulombian levels. The gap between nuclear and atomic states ranges for 15 to 20 MeV for all nuclei, whereas the gap with the Coulomb states decreases with the nuclear size. The nuclear states have widths ranging from few keV to several MeV and have considerable binding energies of tenths of MeV, pointing out to a sizable overlap of their wave function with the nucleus. The states of nuclear type exist only for the lower angular momenta and there is only a finite number of them that increases with the nuclear mass. We should note that, being the optical potential complex and energy dependent, the usual theorems of classification of states by nodes do not apply, and so it is much harder to guarantee that all levels in a given region of the complex energy plane have been found. 5 An interesting feature of the nuclear states is that their widths decrease as the binding energies increase. (This is opposite to what happens to atomic states regarding their strong width.) The profile of widths as a function of the energy of the states just mimics the profile of the imaginary part of the optical potential (see Fig. 1 ). The lowest states have small widths as they fall in the tail of the imaginary part of the optical potential. The low lying states are already inside the nucleus, so the overlap does not increase by lowering the energy, and instead they have less phase-space available for decay. This also explains why the widths of the nuclear states decrease with the size of the nucleus: for larger nuclei the ground state tends to be closer to the bottom of the potential, and hence the available kinetic energy to knockout nucleons decreases.
In Table 2 we also quote results from Ref. [10] obtained in 208 Pb within a quark-meson coupling model [11] . Widths were disregarded in [10] . The numbers quoted for their modelṼ q ω turn out to be not very different from ours for atomic states. Besides, one would be tempted to say that the 1s, 2s and 1p levels of the model V q ω of Ref. [10] match our 3s, 4s, and 3p levels of nuclear type. In Table 3 and Fig. 4 we show the spectrum ofD 0 -nucleus bound states. This spectrum approximately matches that of the D − -states of the nuclear type. The 1p levels of the two heavier nuclei are missing in theD 0 spectrum. The most likely scenario is that those states exist but we have been unable to pin them down due to numerical instabilities. TheD 0 and D − binding energies show a systematic difference, which can be traced back to the missing Coulomb attraction in theD 0 case. The widths are also comparable but systematically larger in the charged case. This can be easily understood since in presence of the Coulomb attraction, the binding energies are larger, which forces the D − -states to explore/be sensitive to higher nuclear densities. In the does not produce bound states.) We find an excellent agreement with these results for the 1s and 2s levels. Next, we try to better understand some systematic effects that affect to our predictions. First, we have considered the dependence of our results on the choice of the subtraction point used to renormalize the ultraviolet divergent loop functions. Thus, we have re-calculated binding energies and widths, of both atomic and nuclear levels, with α = 1.2. These new results are collected in Table 4 for carbon and can be compared with those of Table 2 obtained with α = 1.0. From the behaviour exhibited in Fig. 1 , one might expect moderate changes, that would lead, in general, to smaller widths and binding energies when α is set to 1.2. However, the computed α = 1.2 levels (see Table 4 ) do not always follow this pattern. The observed deviations are probably induced by the strong energy dependence of the optical potential. Though changes are very small for atomic states with L > 0, they become much larger for the L = 0 levels and also for the spectrum of nuclear states. A similar calculation for heavier nuclei shows that the effect is smaller, but the number of nuclear states changes occasionally. This might be a true qualitative change in the spectrum induced by the differences in the potentials. However, it could be just due to the fact that some nuclear states have been missed in the difficult search throughout the complex plane. For theD 0 levels, the effect of changing α from 1 to 1.2 is completely similar to that already noted for the states of nuclear type in the charged case, that is, less binding and smaller widths, and occasionally, a change in the number of levels. In the case of the (C = +1, S = 0) sector, the subtraction point α could be fixed in the free space by tuning the pole position of the three star Λ c (2595) and Λ c (2625) resonances (see for instance [20] ). Thus in contrast with the situation here, our previous study [32] on the possible existence of D 0 -nuclear bound states was free, to a large extent, of this source of theoretical uncertainties. The lack of experimental information on the C = −1 sector, however, prevents us to fix more precisely the subtraction point used in the renormalization scheme proposed in [29] and employed in the free space calculation of Ref. [21] , in which the results of this work are based 6 . Thus, we should take the differences between the results displayed in Tables 2 and 4 as a hint on the nature of the theoretical uncertainties that affect to our results. Other sources of uncertainties will be discussed below, but among all of them, those related to the choice of the subtraction point are certainly the largest ones.
For instance, in the calculation we have also included in an approximated way the effect of the existence of a non-zero gap in the nucleon spectrum, separating nucleons in the Fermi sea from the free ones. In Table 4 we show the results without gap for 12 C. The gap reduces the width of the states of nuclear type, but however their binding energies are not much affected. On the other hand, the changes in atomic states are also small. With regard to the SU(4) model, which ignoresD * N coupled channel effects, we observe a repulsive interaction for theD in nuclear matter. As a consequence the corresponding optical potential is repulsive and purely real in the region of interest. This model predicts D − atoms stable under strong interactions with levels of atomic type uniformly moved upwards in energy as compared to the pure Coulombian prediction (see Table 5 ). The repulsion is smaller than for SU (8) , presumably due to the lack of imaginary part. However, we believe the results of Table 2 are more realistic than any of those commented above, because neither neglecting the finite nucleon extraction energy, nor ignoring the HQSS constraints/requirements are approximations physically acceptable.
D − atom decay modes
As noted in the Introduction, D − atoms 7 stand out among other exotic atoms. This is also true regarding their decay modes. Two mechanisms are available for decay, namely, particle-hole production,D →DNN −1 , and pentaquark production,D → X(2805)N −1 . Let us disregard pentaquark production momentarily. A particle-hole production mechanism is of course present in other exotic atoms. However, in other atoms this is not the dominant decay: In pionic atoms the non electromagnetic width comes from absorption of the pion by two or more nucleons. In η-nucleus systems the η carries no charge and it can be easily absorbed into particle-hole excitations or else, it can be traded by the much lighter pion. InK-atoms the K − carries strangeness and so it cannot just be absorbed into particle-hole excitations, but the s quark can be passed to a baryon. In this regard, the situation of the D − atoms is qualitatively different from all the previous ones. Of course, the D − cannot just be absorbed into particle-hole excitations, as was the case of pion or η. Also, it cannot combine with a nucleon to decay to a lighter meson-baryon channel, as happens for K − or D 0 , because baryons cannot carry the negative charm of theD and there are no lighter charmed mesons. Put in another way, clusters likeDN orDNN are stable under strong decay as there are no lighter hadronic states with same charm and baryonic quantum numbers. (Recall that the possibility of pentaquark formation is not being considered yet.)
These remarks would also apply to an hypothetic K-nucleus bound state. However such system does not exist since the KN interaction is repulsive, as it is Coulomb for the K + . On the contrary the D − will form of necessity a bound state with the nucleus, if by no other mechanism, through Coulomb interaction. (Even if the strong interaction were repulsive it would vanish outside the nucleus and the atom would be formed anyway.) So D − atoms are truly special: other exotic atoms decay through hadronic mechanisms (to lighter hadronic states) while D − atoms can only decay through many-body mechanisms, e.g.,DN →DN, where theD falls to a lower level transferring energy to the nucleus.
The fact that particle-hole production is the dominant mechanism for decay has important consequences for D − atoms, both phenomenological and theoretical. Consider for instance the ground state of a K − atom. Although it is the lowest atomic state, nothing prevents it from decaying to lighter hadronic states (transferring the s quark to a baryon as discussed above). On the other hand, for the ground state of a D − atom no such lighter hadronic state exists, so one should expect no width in this case. Put in another way, theD cannot go to a lower atomic state to be able to eject a nucleon. To be precise, for the final state we should actually consider, not the spectrum of the original atom but that of the daughter nucleus (with one less nucleon). The difference between the two spectra is not expected to be large, at least for not very small nuclei, and moreover, we expect the ground state of the daughter-nucleus atom to be less bound, reinforcing the argument. In this view, the fate of the D − atom would be to form a stableD-nucleus bound state, which would eventually decay through weak interaction.
From the theoretical side, the ground state argument just presented shows that the widths, as predicted by a naive application of theD optical potential, tend to be overestimated for low lying states. The LDA replaces the true discrete spectrum of theD (in the daughter nucleus) by a continuum of states starting from the bottom of the optical potential upwards. As the energy of the ground state will be above that bottom, the LDA incorrectly assigns available phase space for particle-hole decay. Of course, the same mechanism of spectral blocking is present in the application of the LDA to the study of other exotic atoms but this is not so crucial there because the decay is dominated by other mechanisms which give sizable width even to the ground state.
Another effect has to be considered as well, namely, the existence of a gap in the spectrum of nucleons, separating nucleons in the Fermi sea from the free ones (or from excited states, beyond the LDA). The gap blocking tends to quench the widths from particle-hole production, as the nucleons need a minimum energy to escape the nucleus, and so it helps to reduce or even remove the width of low lying D − atom states. We have included such an effect in an approximated way, just by reducing the energy argument in the imaginary part of the optical potential by a constant amount of 8 MeV.
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Up to now we have disregarded the pentaquark production mechanism. The X(2805) in the vacuum scheme of Ref. [21] is a bound state of N andD. The binding energy is quite small, about 1.4 MeV, so this pole is very close to theDN threshold. A key issue is whether this state remains bound or moves to a resonance at finite nuclear density. When Pauli blocking is enforced, the threshold moves upwards, favoring the bound state over the resonance. The situation changes completely when theD optical potential is also taken into account by means of the self-consistent procedure. In the region of interest, the effect of theD optical potential turns out to be attractive. This brings the threshold downwards. In addition, the pole in medium moves to higher energies. The net result is that, even for a density as small as 0.1 ρ 0 (the lowest density accessible by our calculation), the pole lies above the threshold and turns into a resonance. For this density and higher, the pentaquark would decay into N andD, and this brings us back to the particle-hole decay mechanism. Nevertheless, note that, by continuity, there should be a critical density below which the pole is below threshold, and so allowing the pentaquark production mechanism. Thus this mechanism always has some contribution, however small, to the width (even for the ground state). The situation may also change due to gap blocking and spectral blocking, which tend to push the threshold upwards, thereby favoring the pentaquark production mechanism.
The presence of a pole in the T -matrix in the region of interest makes the technical problem rather difficult. This has forced us to extrapolate the optical potential from ρ = 0.1 ρ 0 to lower densities when needed, without spectral blocking and with approximate gap blocking. This results in treating the pole always as a resonance in our calculation. So, even for the ground state, our calculation nominally attributes all widths to particle-hole production. A more detailed treatment would provide pentaquark production as well, below a certain critical density. In fact, for the ground state this would be the only decay mode. Although nominally the widths we find come from particle-hole, for low lying states there should be a genuine contribution coming from the pole albeit distorted by the coupling to particle-hole. This suggests that the width computed for the ground state is a rough estimate of the true width from pentaquark production to be obtained in a more complete treatment without spurious particle-hole decay in the ground state.
Phenomenologically, it is important to note that the in-medium X(2805) state is produced by a bound N and a boundD. Because the pentaquark formation energy is so small, the kinetic energy released is also small and the pentaquark remains bound in the nucleus after formation. This suggests that after the electromagnetic cascade in the atomic levels and the subsequent particlehole emission cascade in the nuclear levels, the fate of the D − atom could be a pentaquark-nucleus bound state. This would be stable until weak decay of theD meson. Of course this is a fascinating possibility both theoretically and experimentally.
The approximate implementation of the gap blocking and the lack of spectral blocking suggest that the actual widths will be somewhat smaller that those obtained here. A side effect of a smaller imaginary part would be an effective increase in the binding of the states.
Summary and conclusions
A self-consistent calculation of theD self-energy has been carried out in symmetric nuclear matter using unitarized coupled-channel theory. The model is based on SU(8) spin-flavor symmetry and enjoys heavy quark spin symmetry. Two renormalization prescriptions have been used in order to estimate the systematic error involved. We find that the presence of a bound state near theDN threshold makes the optical potential to be strongly energy and density dependent. In contrast with SU(4) based models, the optical potential is mostly attractive (except for a repulsive region for low densities near threshold, relevant for levels of atomic type) and develops an imaginary part to particle-hole production and possibly to pentaquark production inside the nucleus. Unlike other hadronic atoms, no other relevant decay mechanisms exist for theD in nuclear matter around threshold.
Using the local density approximation, we have computed the levels and widths for low lying states of several nuclei, light and heavy. The results are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3 for D − -atoms and in Fig. 4 forD 0 -nucleus bound states. The spectrum presents two types of states, atomic and nuclear, for all studied nuclei 9 . The nuclear states exists for lower angular momenta only. As compared to the pure Coulomb levels, the atomic states are less bound and the nuclear ones are more bound and may present a sizable width.
A number of approximations have been necessary in an already highly sophisticated calculation to render it feasible. Nevertheless, this is the first systematic study of D − atoms that accounts properly for HQSS and for the many-body mechanisms responsible for the widths of the states. We can draw two general conclusions from the present work. First, that in the study of nuclear systems involving charm, it is important to use a model fulfilling the QCD requirement of heavy quark spin symmetry. The vector-meson partner of theD, theD * , has a similar mass and hence its inclusion substantially modifies theDN dynamics producing a non trivial structure in its T -matrix near threshold. And second, the anti-quark c in theD cannot be transferred to the baryons, and in particular, aDN pair has no open channels to decay. For this reason it has been often assumed that theD would not interact much with the nucleus and could be treated as an spectator. We find that this is not the case, and in fact a rich spectrum is obtained with sizable shifts and widths in the states.
The observation of the states predicted here might be feasible in the PANDA and CBM experiments at the future FAIR facility at Darmstadt, and it would certainly shed light to unravel the fascinatingDN dynamics, both in the free space and when the pair is embedded in a dense nuclear medium.
within the framework of the LOEWE program by the State of Hesse (Germany). Table 2 : Complex D − -atom energies (B, Γ/2) for several nuclei. The calculation includes Coulomb potential plus the SU(8) energy dependent optical potential with α = 1 and a nucleon gap of 8 MeV (see Fig. 1 ). To preserve the structure of the atomic states, the states of nuclear type (when there exist) are displayed in the first line that corresponds to each of the angular momentum entries. The second line in the entry contains the energies of the atomic states. Results of Ref. [10] for the binding energies in 208 Pb are also shown for modelṼ q ω between square brackets and for model V q ω without brackets.
12 C, α = 1.0, gap = 8 MeV 
